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 The Arrival
by Shaun Tan

ISBN: 9780439895293
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scholastic Inc
Pub. Date: 2007-10-01
Pages: 128
Price: $21.99

Transcendent artwork captures the struggles and the joy of the immigrant experience.
In a heartbreaking parting, a man gives his wife and daughter a last kiss and boards a steamship. He's embarking on the most difficult journey -- he's leaving
home to build a better future for his family. In this wordless graphic novel, Shaun Tan captures the immigrant experience through clear, mesmerizing
images. The reader enters a strange new world, participating in the main character's isolation -- and ultimately his joy.

 The Bird King
An Artist's Notebook
by Shaun Tan

ISBN: 9780545465137
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scholastic Inc
Pub. Date: 2013-02-01
Pages: 128
Price: $21.99

A new book of sketches, artwork, and personal reflection from the brilliant mind of award-winning, bestselling author and illustrator Shaun Tan."I'm often
wary of using the word 'inspiration' to introduce my work -- it sounds too much like a sun shower from the heavens, absorbed by a passive individual
enjoying an especially receptive moment. While that may be the case on rare occasions, the reality is usually far more prosaic. Staring at a blank piece of
paper, I can't think of anything original. I feel utterly uninspired and unreceptive. It's the familiar malaise of 'artist's block' and in such circumstances there is
only one thing to do: just start drawing." --Shaun TanAnd when Shaun Tan starts drawing, the results are stunning. In The Bird King: An Artist's Notebook,
we find a window into the creative process: the stops and starts, the ideas that never took off, and the ones that grew into something much bigger. Fans of
The Arrival will recognize the quirky, surreal sensibility that is so distinctly Shaun Tan in this stunning collection, and gain insight into how his many
gorgeous books were made.

 Lost and Found
by Shaun Tan

ISBN: 9780545229241
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Lost and Found Omnibus
Publisher: Scholastic Inc
Pub. Date: 2011-03-01
Pages: 128
Price: $24.99

A girl finds a bright spot in a dark world. A boy leads a strange, lost creature home. And a group of peaceful creatures cedes their home to cruel invaders.
Shaun Tan, with his understated voice and brilliant draftsmanship, has proved that he has a unique imaginative window to our souls, and an unparalleled
ability to share that opening with pictures and narratives that are as unexpected as they are deeply true.
Originally published in Australia, these three beloved and acclaimed tales were never widely available in the U.S. Now for the first time, The Red Tree, The
Lost Thing -now an Academy Award-winning short film- and the John Marsden classic The Rabbits are presented in their entirety with additional new
artwork and author's notes. The Lost Thing Together they tell a tale that will leave no reader unmoved, about how we lose and find what matters most to us.
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 Rules of Summer

by  Shaun Tan

ISBN: 9780545639125
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scholastic Inc
Pub. Date: 2014-05-01
Pages: 48
Price: $19.99

From the New York Times bestselling author of The Arrival!Never be late for a parade.
Never forget the password.
Never ruin a perfect plan.It's all about the rules. But what if the rules feel completely arbitrary? What if your older brother is the only one who gets to make
them up all summer long? And what if he's the only one who can save you when the darkness of winter comes rushing in?As usual, master artist and
storyteller Shaun Tan shows us the strange truth of ordinary things -- rules, relationships, despair, and hope -- as only he can.

 Tales From Outer Suburbia
by Shaun Tan

ISBN: 9780771084027
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2008-10-28
Pages: 96
Price: $24.99

An exchange student who's really an alien, a secret room that becomes the perfect place for a quick escape, a typical tale of grandfatherly exaggeration that is
actually even more bizarre than he says... These are the odd details of everyday life that grow and take on an incredible life of their own in tales and
illustrations that Shaun Tan's many fans will love.
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